Dear Friends,

3 GENERATIONS completed its sixth year of operation in December with a celebratory event - the premiere of Tricked, our second feature film. This hard-hitting exploration of sex trafficking in the United States met with critical acclaim and garnered extensive media attention.

In November our short film, Native Silence, premiered in San Francisco where it was positively received by audiences and activists alike. Both these films amplify the voices and the stories of the survivors we serve and each was selected for national distribution.

We are proud to present our first ever Annual Report, an overview of our work in 2013 – from film festivals to media coverage, awards to partnerships, outreach and distribution channels – and, of course, our audited financials.

We are very excited for the future of 3 GENERATIONS and want to thank you most sincerely for making our work possible.

Best,

Nadia Zilkha
Board of Directors Chair

Jane Wells
Executive Director

MISSION STATEMENT

3 GENERATIONS is a non-profit organization that documents stories of human rights abuses through film. We enable survivors of crimes against humanity to record their experiences as an act of healing, a call to action and to create historical evidence.

We amplify and honor each witness’ voice by creating broad audiences: film festivals, educational outreach, theatrical and community screenings, social media, partnerships, web-channels and more. Our goal is to influence the national dialogue and build momentum for social change.

TRICKED
A film by Jane Wells and John Keith Wasson
December 13th, 2013 at the Quad Cinema, NYC

NATIVE SILENCE
Documentary Short directed by Jane Wells
November 9th, 2013 at The American Indian Film Festival

TRICKED...presents the sexual exploitation of young women as a systemic cancer that feeds on public misconception as much as male appetites... a film that tenderly details [survivors’] experiences."
- The New York Times

“You have to tell the story to your children, not to make hate, but to try and prevent. That is the cause we have to proclaim.”
- Alice, Armenian genocide survivor

You have to tell the story to your children, not to make hate, but to try and prevent. That is the cause we have to proclaim.”
- Danielle Douglas, sex trafficking survivor, TRICKED

TRICKED
Distributed by Filmmaker’s Library/Alexander Street Press

NATIVE SILENCE
Winner, Best Shorts Award, Best Shorts Competition
Finalist, National Short Films Competition, USA Film Festival
Official Selection, American Indian Film Festival
Official Selection, Red Nation Film Festival
Official Selection, Aspen ShortsFest

Distributed by Filmmaker’s Library/Alexander Street Press

3 GENERATIONS
RANKED GOLD PARTICIPANT ON GUIDESTAR
SUPERTOP 5 STARS ON GUIDESTAR

“We are a dying people (according to the US census) and nobody knows. This film [Native Silence] is what we need.
- Lynnette Grey Bull, Lakota Activist, Social Worker, Training and Resources United to Stop Trafficking (TRUST), Arizona

A DIFFERENT KIND OF WAR
Veterans Project, Online Release
November 11th, 2013

AMELIA’S STORY
The Summit2Endit, January 7th, 2013

ELIZA GRISWOLD
Cultural Regeneration Project, Online Release
September 19th, 2013
We re-launched the 3 Generations website adding new content on an open and user-friendly platform designed to make streaming our videos and being involved in pro-human rights activism a seamless experience.

5 New Social Media Platforms

- trickedfilm.com
- TrickedTheDocumentary
- TrickedFilm
- @3 generations
- threegenerations

The Malone Prize

In 2013 we spearheaded The Malone Prize for Vision and Leadership in Law Enforcement. After years of researching sex trafficking in the United States we determined that a prize heralding change in law enforcement culture would have a major impact in the fight to end sex trafficking. The Malone Prize honors those who recognize prostitution as modern-day slavery and who work on the frontlines of change.

The inaugural 2013 winners were:

Insp. Anthony Favale, Sgt. Dan Steele, Lt. Karen Hughes

TRICKED is a groundbreaking documentary...This film is the next step forward in raising public awareness and starting conversations around the need to end this form of modern-day slavery.

- Arianna Huffington, President & Editor-in-Chief, Huffington Post Media Group

"Before I met 3 Generations I didn’t give two sh*ts about Darfur...I suppose that’s the real point, right? To get people like me to care? Well, you definitely did..."

- S.O., human trafficking advocate
I am happy to tell my story because when I do I calm down, I feel better, less heavy. I am happy.

- Ann-Marie, Rwandan genocide survivor
I formed 3 Generations for the people of Darfur, for my father and those of his generation, those who were lost in the Holocaust and those who survived and were able to tell their stories.

- Jane Wells, Founder and Director

3 Generations is a safe harbor for survivors to tell their stories - brutal, tragic, atrocious, even uplifting, in their own words - words that will be honored and preserved for generations to come. 3 Generations is dedicated to creating social justice documentaries as a means to educate, engage, empower and entertain while fostering leadership, citizenship and inspiration in adults and youth to make a difference in our society. Our documentaries examine worldwide and domestic atrocities, war crimes, genocide, trafficking, violence, homelessness, discrimination, and veterans' inequities. Our films have been distributed to libraries, schools, community organizations, television and theatres.
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